
"OMARIDIN" - a drug for those who intend to lose weight

Why are protein diets so popular?
It is generally known that the protein gives you strength and a sense of satiety, due to
which you begin to absorb fewer calories, which leads to weight loss.
At the digestion of proteins, the body spends a lot of energy, thereby "burning"
everything is unnecessary.
Taking into account all protein diets where there is a rejection of carbohydrates
should pay attention - not having received any element, in the first place, suffers the
human body.
The drug "OMARIDIN" is the most absorbing concentrated protein that helps:
• for men - "pump" muscles and give them relief! Preferred "cubes" of the press on
the stomach appear in a month, with regular use of the drug;
• for women - to get rid of extra centimeters in the waist, remove cellulite, the
stomach becomes flat and seductive, buttocks - elastic, legs - slender.
Almost all scientists of the world focus on consumers' attention that the daily protein
content, depending on the physical activity and the type of activity of the individual,
should be 100-200 grams.

The drug "OMARIDIN" is the only representative of concentrated "slow" proteins,
which is absorbed by the human body within 10-12 hours.
Advantages:
• Not all products in which the possible presence of protein is useful;
• the problem is the presence of certain fats in almost all products that are not always
used for the body;
• practically all fats impede the proper assimilation of proteins.

The drug "OMARIDIN" is most easily perceived and digested by the human body,
proceeding from the following:
• First, it has antibiotic properties;
• Secondly, this is due to the balance of carbohydrate protein and the lowest possible
fat content in the preparation;
• on the third protein "slow", fully digestible.


